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Abstract. The intensity of spectral lines in the light emit- 
ted by stars gives information about the thermodynamic 
state of stellar matter. Similarly, the intensity of char- 
monium and bottonium lines in the spectrum of dilep- 
tons emitted in nuclear collisions can provide informa- 
tion about the early thermodynamic state of any strongly 
interacting matter created in such collisions. The J/O 
suppression found in central O -  U and S -  U collisions 
is a first instance of a change in spectral intensity. We 
develop a full spectral analysis for the production of 
c8 and b b resonances and discuss how it can be used 
to explore the primordial state of matter produced in 
high energy heavy ion collisions. 

1 Introduction 

How can we measure the temperature of the bubbles 
of strongly interacting matter produced in high energy 
heavy ion collisions? What tells us whether the interior 
of such "ho t "  bubbles forms a plasma of deconfined 
quarks and gluons? These questions have attracted an 
increasing interest over the past years, much stimulated 
by the advent of data for so far rather light ions (O, 
Si, S), incident on heavy ion targets, from CERN and 
BNL [1]. 

The generally proposed " thermometers"  are direct 
photons and thermal dileptons [2]; they should escape 
from the interior at an early time, without effects from 
the outer layers or later hadronisation. So far, however, 
both have proved to be not so easily accessible. It is 
difficult to find direct photons under the strong back- 
ground from meson decays [3], and thermal dileptons 
in the interesting mass range (Mz.~_ > 2  GeV) may al- 
ways remain hidden under pairs from hadron decays 
or under the Drell-Yan continuum [4]. 

On the other hand, the suppression of the J/~ signal 
relative to the Drell-Yan continuum, predicted as indica- 
tion of quark deconfinement [5, 6], is experimentally 
indeed observed [7-11]. At present it is not clear, how- 
ever, if this effect is really first evidence for quark-gluon 
plasma formation; it could also be due to absorption 
in dense hadronic matter [12-20], and further checks 

as well as more precise data are needed to determine 
its origin. But both accounts require the presence of a 
dense, strongly interacting medium, and so J/O suppres- 
sion does tell us something about the nature of the sys- 
tem produced in high energy heavy ion collisions. 

The aim of this paper is to propose a general frame- 
work for determining the thermodynamic state of the 
bubbles of dense matter produced in heavy ion collisions. 
Our scheme will in particular also provide tests of the 
origin of J/O suppression, based on the different finite 
space-time features of suppression by colour screening 
[6, 21 24] and by absorption [12-17]. In the case of 
colour screening, the inherent features accommodate 
quite well the dependence of the suppression on the asso- 
ciated hadron production (Er) as well as on the trans- 
verse momentum of the J/O [21-24]. In the absorption 
approach, the effect of initial state parton scattering has 
to be added to describe correctly the observed suppres- 
sion pattern [18-20]. We want to study here the further 
implications of the finite space-time extension of the pro- 
duced high density system on other charmonium and 
bottonium states, and we want to see if they lead to 
observable differences between colour deconfinement 
and absorption as origins for the observed suppression. 

The basis for our considerations is the same as that 
used in astrophysics to determine the temperature of stel- 
lar matter  [25], and it seems instructive to elaborate 
this point a little. A star is a hot gas of atoms of different 
elements in various stages of excitation and of ionisation. 
These emit and absorb radiation corresponding to the 
transition frequencies between the different excitation 
levels - radiation observed in form of spectral lines of 
certain intensities. In a "ho t te r"  star, containing fewer 
atoms in low excitation levels, the intensity of the spec- 
tral lines from such lower excitation levels will be re- 
duced ("become suppressed"). In the limit of sufficiently 
high temperatures, all atoms will become fully ionised 
(" all bound states are completely suppressed"), and there 
are no more spectral lines, but only radiation from a 
continuum of unbound charged constituents. Similarly, 
as we shift from the outer layers of a star to its interior, 
the degree of ionization increases. The analysis of stellar 
spectra thus provides us with information about  the state 
and the temperature of stellar matter. 
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In the case of strongly interacting matter, the predic- 
tion of J/O suppression is only the first step in such 
a spectral analysis; it corresponds t o  noting that with 
increasing temperature, the spectral line corresponding 
to the transition from the ground state to the first excited 
state of the hydrogen atom should decrease in intensity. 
Similar predictions apply to higher cg and to bb states 
as well, opening the way to a much more complete analy- 
sis. The origin of bound state suppression in strongly 
interacting matter still has to be determined. Absorption 
provides a break-up mechanism similar to the ionisation 
in stellar matter, with break-up cross sections taking the 
place of ionisation energies. But even for a quark-gluon 
plasma, where the mechanism leading to the suppression 
is quite different (colour charge screening instead of ion- 
isation), we can still make use of the fate of heavy quark 
bound states in a deconfining medium to determine the 
state of that medium. By comparing the suppression pat- 
tern of the J/t) to that of other, higher mass bound states 
of heavy quarks (~', Z, K ~") as function of the thermody- 
namic and kinematic variables, we will obtain a scheme 
for investigating the primordial state of the strongly in- 
teracting matter produced in heavy ion experiments. 

Why should we restrict this analysis to c6 and b b- 
bound states? In contrast to the analysis of genuine stel- 
lar matter, we are here faced with a "s tar"  which is 
rapidly expanding and cooling, and we want information 
about its early stages, before hadronisation. Hence we 
have to study bound states produced at a very early 
time, and only then: they must be decoupled from the 
thermodynamics, which destroys the memory of the his- 
tory of the system. The lighter q q states, presumably 
in thermal equilibrium, will therefore in general provide 
information only about the hadronisation era. 

This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we re- 
view the space-time restrictions for suppression by col- 
our screening and by absorption in dense matter. In 
Sect. 3, we then show the effect of these restrictions for 
idealized systems of very large spatial size or very large 
lifetime. After discussing in Sect. 4 the conditions to be 
expected in actual nuclear collisions, we present in Sect. 5 
the predicted suppression patterns for charmonium and 
bottonium formation at SPS, RHIC and LHC energies. 
In Sect. 6 we consider the experimental conditions neces- 
sary for the spectral analysis proposed here, and finally, 
in Sect. 7, we summarize the main features that could 
be used to distinguish between deconfinement and ab- 
sorption as suppression mechanisms. 

2 Space-time restrictions on suppression of heavy quark 
bound states 

We begin by recalling how the two different mechanisms 
mentioned colour screening and absorption lead to 
a suppression of the signal from heavy quark bound 
states in the spectrum of dileptons emitted in high energy 
heavy ion collisions. 

Within a deconfining medium, quarks cannot bind 
to form hadrons. If a heavy ion collision produces such 
a medium, then this subsequently expands, cools off, and 

after passing the confinement temperature T~, it hadron- 
ises: the quarks and antiquarks now combine to form 
mesons and baryons. Heavy quark-antiquark pairs (c g, 
b b-) are produced by hard, pre-thermal interactions 
(gluon fusion) at a very early stage of the collision. In 
a confining medium, such as the physical vacuum, they 
subsequently are bound by the confining potential to 
form charmonium (0,)~c, 0') or bottonium (r,, Zb, Ic') 
states*. In a deconfining medium, colour screening pre- 
vents this binding, and so the c and the 6 (or the b 
and the 6)just "fly apart". At hadronisation, the thermal 
production of additional heavy quarks is very strongly 
suppressed; hence the separated partners of the heavy 
quark pair must then combine with light quarks to form 
states of open charm or beauty instead of heavy quark 
bound states [-5]. 

In the absorption approach, one assumes that a char- 
monium or bottonium state produced in the very early 
stages of a nuclear collision finds itsself shortly after- 
wards in a very dense medium of hadronic constituents; 
consider the ~ for illustration. When it collides with the 
constituents of its dense environment, it can be broken 
up by reactions of the type 

r + h - ,  D+ O+ X, (1) 

and this will reduce the signal in the spectrum of dilep- 
tons from dense hadronic matter, in comparison to that 
from less dense matter or from hadron-hadron collisions 
[-12-17]. If the constituents of the dense hadronic envi- 
ronment are pions, reaction (1) can only take place for 
sufficiently energetic 0's, since 2too-m~, ~_ 650 MeV. In- 
cluding hadronic resonances such as p's will, however, 
reduce this threshold effect [-14, 15]. Conceptually, ab- 
sorption differs from screening in that now the break-up 
occurs locally, is caused by the interaction of the ~ with 
one of the constituents of the dense medium; colour 
screening, in contrast, is a global effect, due to the medi- 
um as a whole. 

For both mechanisms the suppression ends when the 
medium has cooled off sufficiently. The resulting limits 
are quite different, however. Screening stops when the 
temperature of the medium has dropped to a value lower 
than that needed to melt the bound state; absorption, 
on the other hand, stops much later, when the system 
has become so dilute that there are no more interactions. 

Any system of dense matter produced in a heavy ion 
collision will thus have a finite life-time as well as a 
finite spatial size. This makes it possible for a c g or 
bbpair  of sufficient momentum to escape from the medi- 
um before suffering any suppression effect. In the decon- 
finement approach, if the two quarks have separated less 
than the radius of the bound state in question when 
they leave the deconfining medium (either spatially or 
because the medium has cooled off beyond the point 

* We shall here designate by ~ the directly produced 1S c~ state, 
and by J/O the signal actually observed in the dilepton spectrum, 
of which at cms energy 1/~=20 GeV about 60% is directly pro- 
duced and about 40% comes from )G decay [26]. At higher energies, 
however, this fraction will change [27], and we shall therefore con- 
sider the different bound states separately 
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where it can screen the binding potential), formation of 
the bound state can still occur and there will be no sup- 
pression. In the absorption approach,  the two quarks 
must also separate up to the radius of the bound state 
before we can talk about  a break-up of the state by 
reactions of the form (1); if they have left the dense had- 
ronic medium before that is the case, there will not be 
absorption due to genuine hadron-hadron interaction. 
In both cases, we have assumed a well-defined bound 
state " format ion t ime" [23, 28], governing the onset of 
deconfinement or absorption; this is clearly on oversim- 
plification. Screening will have an effect on the evolution 
of the bound state even before it has reached its full 
size [29 31], and a "pre-hadronic"  bound state can also 
interact already with the constituents of a dense hadronic 
medium [32]. The inclusion of such effects will lead to 
earlier and stronger suppression. To keep our arguments 
as simple and transparent  as possible, we shall neverthe- 
less retain the idea of a definite formation time and re- 
turn later to the consequences of a more detailed descrip- 
tion. 

Let us then try to estimate the time needed, after 
the production of the heavy quark pair, to form a bound 
state; we take again the ~ as example. Its radius is from 
charmonium spectroscopy [33] known to be r~ 
-~0.45 fm; the momen tum of each quark in the ~ is P~0 
-~0.67 GeV [23]. Thus the time rq,, which the c?  pair 
needs in its own rest-frame to separate in free flight the 
distance r0, is 

z o = m ~  r o / p o ~ - 0 . 8 9  fm, (2) 

with m~= 1.32 GeV for the mass of the c-quark [33]. 
In the same way, one can obtain the formation times 
also for the other heavy quark bound states [23]; they 
are listed in Table 1. 

In the rest-frame of the medium, the time zq, becomes 

t o = %(1 . J r  • p2//~/f2]1/2/~,~0! ' (3) 

with P denoting the three momen tum of the c~ pair. 
During the time z 0' the pair will have moved a distance 

so = z0 (I P I /Mo) ,  (4) 

away from its production point, measured in the overall 
rest-frame. If 

. (5) t o >= t O, 

where t~, is the time at which the medium has become 
too cold to screen the ~ binding potential, or too dilute 
to lead to break-up through collisions, then the cg pair 
has escaped; it will become a O, and we have no suppres- 
sion. Similarly, if 

s o > Re, (6) 

where Rd is the radius of the bubble of dense matter,  
then on the average a c ~ or b 6 pair will still be " togeth-  
er"  when it leaves the medium, and hence there will 
be no suppression. In condition (6), we have neglected 
the expansion of the medium, which can be justified at 

Table 1. Bound state masses M~ [GeV], radii r~ [fm], formation 
times Tx [fm], critical screening masses/~x [GeV], dissociation tem- 
peratures T~ and break-up cross sections a~ [fm2], for c~ and bb 
states. The dissociation temperatures are given in terms of the de- 
confinement temperature T~= 150 MeV; the cross sections were ob- 
tained using geometric arguments [39] and ao=0.1 fm 2= 1 mb 

States ~ ~' Z~ r F Xb 

M x 3.1 3.7 3.5 9.6 10.0 9.9 
rx 0.45 0.88 0.70 0.23 0.51 0.41 
% 0.89 1.5 2.0 0.76 1.9 2.6 
#~ 0.70 0.36 0.34 1.57 0.67 0.56 
T~/T~. 1.17 1.0 1.0 2.62 1.12 1.0 
ax 0.1 0.37 0.24 0.025 0.13 0.08 

most  in the transverse direction; hence we can only use 
it to obtain finite size restriction on the transverse mo-  
mentum of the ~k. 

F rom (3) and (5), we get a limiting transverse momen-  
tum for the ~, 

Po d = M o [( t~lzo)  2 - 1] 1/2, (7) 

with no more suppression for P~ > P~. A restriction due 
to the finite life-time of the dense medium can also be 
obtained for longitudinal momenta  (see [34]); we shall 
here consider only transverse momenta .  

F rom (4) and (6), the transverse momen tum of the 
0 is restricted to be less than 

d P~ - M O Ra/zq, , (8) 

if there is to be suppression. The lower of the two limits 
(7) and (8) on the transverse momen tum thus determines 
up to where there will be a reduction of the signal. 

We should note here that the spatial restriction (8) 
depends only on the size of the matter  bubble, and on 
the parameters  of the ~ ( M ~ , ,  z~,); it does not depend on 
the density of the medium. In contrast, the temporal  
condition (5) contains the time t~, at which the medium 
has become too cold to suppress, and the greater the 
density of the medium is, the longer it will take to reach 
that point, i.e. the bigger t~, will be. As a consequence, 
the temporal  restriction tends to be the relevant one 
for systems which are large and/or of relatively low den- 
sity. The spatial size of the medium, on the other hand, 
becomes decisive for the Pr limit of suppression for small 
and/or  very dense bubbles. We shall shortly make these 
statements more quantitative. 

We have so far considered the ~; analogous restric- 
tions can be obtained for the other heavy quark bound 
states. However,  relations (7) and (8) contain the masses 
Mx and the formation times rx, which are different for 
the different bound states x. Hence the restrictions due 
to finite size and life-time of the medium depend on the 
bound state in question. As just noted, the dissociation 
time limit t~ in addition depends on the initial density 
of the medium. We thus have relations for the suppres- 
sion of heavy quark bound states depending on what 
state we consider, on its transverse momentum,  and on 
the initial density of the suppressing environment.  This 
gives us the basis for our spectral analysis. 
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Before we consider nuclear collisions with realistic 
geometric features, we want to illustrate the essential 
features of the analysis in somewhat simplified situations. 

than the energy density, we use the Stefan-Boltzmann 
relation for an ideal quark-gluon plasma to rewrite (11) 
in the form 

3 Suppression in idealized systems 
P;=vX[tcTC  [ J ) '  rl to rep/4\= 111/2 ' (12) 

3.1 Colour screening in an infinite system 

If our deconfining systems were so large that we could 
safely neglect any restrictions from the spatial extension 
of the plasma, then (7) would restrict the suppression 
range. It turns out that in general (7) is indeed the rele- 
vant restriction, but more because the initial density is 
relatively low and hence the plasma life-time rather 
short. Nevertheless, this means that the simplified case 
we treat here does form the basis of later and more realis- 
tic considerations. 

To determine the limiting time t~, up to which the 
system dissociates a given heavy quark bound state x, 
we need to know up to what temperature this state can 
remain bound. This question was partially answered in 
[28], where the values of the screening mass #x (the in- 
verse of the colour screening length) necessary for the 
dissociation of the different states x were calculated; the 
resulting values are listed in Table 1. The temperature 
dependence of the screening mass in the quark-gluon 
plasma is the subject of extensive studies in lattice QCD. 
Although a final answer cannot yet be given, the results 
obtained up to now [35] are reasonably well parametr- 
ised by 

I~(T)/T~=4(T/T~), (9) 

where T~ ~_ 150 MeV is the critical temperature for decon- 
finement and chiral symmetry restoration. The tempera- 
tures Tf - c~ T~, with c~ > 1, necessary for the dissociation 
of the different states x, are also shown in Table 1 ; they 
follow from (9) and the listed values of #x. What we 
now still have to know is the rate of cooling of the sys- 
tem: given some initial temperature To, how quickly will 
a plasma of this temperature expand and cool down 

where e is the initial value of the energy density, and 
ec its value at the critical temperature T~. Using (12) with 
the parameters listed in Table 1, we now calculate the 
transverse momentum limit on the suppression of heavy 
quark bound states, Pf, for the different c 6 and b b reso- 
nances. The result is shown in Fig. i a. The limiting curve 
for the F is not included here, because F suppression 
does not start until To/T~-2.6, which implies e/ec>50 

a range not soon expected to be attainable in heavy 
ion collisions. 

For  an infinite plasma, there is complete suppression 
of bound state x for all transverse momenta less than 
Pf, and no suppression beyond that point. This is clearly 
a rather crude picture and will be refined by geometric 
considerations in Sect. 4. Nevertheless, we can use it here 
to obtain some idea on the overall suppression for the 
different states. The production rate of the different reso- 
nances decreases quite steeply with Pr; for Pr not too 
large, we can take it to be approximately exponential 
in the transverse mass (Pr 2 + M2) 1/2. The survival proba- 
bility Sx(e,) for the state x is thus essentially given by 

Sx (e) -~ exp { - 2 { E(PaX) 2 + M221/2 _ Mx}}" (13) 

For  the c (  states, the canonical hadronic value 2 
~-6 GeV-1 gives reasonable agreement with the mea- 
sured Pr distribution. Using this, we get patterns shown 
in Fig. 2a; for the bb-states, they should be considered 
just as an illustration, since the validity of (13) with the 
hadronic value of 2 is certainly questionable. But in any 
case we here only want to illustrate how such patterns 
can be obtained; for a realistic estimate, further features 
and details of the collision geometry and of the Pr distri- 
butions of the charmonium/bottonium states have to be 

to some particular value Tf? For  longitudinal isentropic 
expansion, times and entropy densities are related by 

S(to) to = s ( t 9  t~, 

where to denotes the time necessary to create the plasma; 
we shall take to = 1 fro, as is generally assumed. For  an 
ideal gas, the entropy density s is proportional to TB; 
using this, we get 

[ o1' ? 1] 1/2 

as the limiting transverse momentum for the suppression 
of a heavy quark bound state x; for P~ above this value, 
there is no more suppression of state x. 

Since the initial temperature is less easily estimated 

ma; 2o 

: an • ~ T3; 
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I 
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Fig. 1 a, b. Transverse momentum limits for suppression by colour 
screening a and by absorption b 
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Fig. 2a, b. The energy density dependence of suppression by colour 
screening a and by absorption b 

included. Moreover, the abruptness of the suppression 
onset is further softened also by a quantum-mechanical 
treatment of the formation time [29-31], as already men- 
tioned. 

For  colour screening, the initial energy density or 
temperature of the medium are the natural variables. 
Experimentally, however, one generally obtains the final 
density of the secondaries and their energies, rather than 
e or T. It is therefore necessary to relate e to the experi- 
mentally measured quantities. One proposal [36], based 
on freely expanding secondaries, gives for the initial ener- 
gy density 

= (d N/d y) po/(Seff to) , (14) 

where dN/dy  is the number of observed secondaries per 
unit rapidity interval,/50 the average energy per second- 
ary, and Seff the effective overlap area in the collision. 
On the other hand, assuming isentropic longitudinal ex- 
pansion [37] instead of free flow leads to 

So = 3.6(dN/d y)/(Soff to) (15) 

for the initial entropy density. For  an ideal gas of gluons 
and three flavours of massless quarks, energy density 
and entropy density are given by e = (47.5 rc2/30) T 4 and 
s = (63.3 u2/30) T 3, respectively. Using these relations to- 
gether with (15), we get 

e = 1.5 [(dN/dy)/(Seff to)] 4/3 (16) 

for the initial energy density in the case of hydrodynamic 
expansion along the beam axis. Although the latter thus 
gives for very high multiplicities a higher initial energy 
density than obtained from free flow, the two forms differ 
rather little (less than 20%) in the energy range from 
SPS to LHC [38, 39]. Since we have assumed longitudi- 
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nal hydrodynamic expansion in determining the trans- 
verse momentum limit (ll),  we shall for consistency in 
the following use (16) for the initial energy density. 

3.2 Absorption in an infinite system 

Let us now see what form of suppression arises in an 
infinitely large, expanding medium due to absorption. 
The survival probability for a heavy quark bound state 
x in a medium of density n(t) is given by 

S ~ ( t f ) = e x p { -  !~dtn(t)a~}. (17) 

Here t s is the time at which the medium has become 
too dilute to be considered an interacting hadron gas; 
since this is just the freeze-out time, when strong interac- 
tions stop, it does not depend on the bound state x 
in question. In contrast, we had in the deconfinement 
approach as corresponding quantity the time t~, up to 
which the medium could melt the bound state x, and 
t~ does depend on what bound state we are considering. 
As in Sect. 3.1, we denote by tx the formation time for 
the bound state x in the rest-system of the absorbing 
medium. We assume t~ to be at least as long as the 
thermalisation time to, the time after which the interact- 
ing environment can be considered a hadron gas, i.e., 
a thermal system. When this is not the case (we shall 
take to = 1 fm, and from Table 1 we see that ~ and ~" 
formation times are slightly shorter), we replace t~ by 
to in (17). We shall also consider the simplest version 
of absorption and assume the break-up cross section 
ax to be time-independent. The density n(t) of the absorb- 
ing medium is obtained by tracing back the observed 
hadronic secondaries in the final state to the interaction 
volume at the initial thermalisation time to; this time 
is in the absorption picture the counterpart  to the plasma 
formation time to in Sect. 3.1. We thus set 

n(to) = (dN/d y)/(Zo SefO, (18) 

where dN/dy  is the multiplicity per unit central rapidity 
interval, Serf the transverse size of the medium at the 
time of its formation, and Zo the corresponding longitudi- 
nal extension. Assuming again isentropic longitudinal 
expansion, we get 

n (t) = (to/t) no = (dN/d y)/(tSeff) , (19) 

where we have defined no-n(to) and set Zo=to=l fm. 
Carrying out the integration in (17), we get 

Sx (t f) = (tx/tf) ~x, (20) 

with 

~r = no to a~ = a x ( d N / d  y ) / S e f  f . (21) 

The validity of assuming longitudinal expansion only 
is much more questionable here than for a plasma with 
its much shorter life-time. If we assume three-dimension- 
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al isentropic expansion, then (19) is replaced by 

t/to = [n (to)/n (t)] 1/3, (22) 

and the resulting freeze-out time is much shorter. As 
a consequence, there remains a considerable uncertainty 
in the value of the freeze-out density as well. Following 
the estimates of [16] (where a realistic three-dimensional 
expansion was considered), we shall use the freeze-out 
density n s =-n( ts )= 1.0 fm 3 and retain an effective longi- 
tudinal expansion of the form (19). Note that with (15) 
and (16), this value of ny gives at freeze-out an energy 
density of about 0.3 GeV/fm 3, i.e., about a third of that 
needed for deconfinement. 

For  bound states at rest in the medium, t~=rx,  and 
the formation times % are listed in Table 1. It remains 
to determine the other crucial quantity distinguishing 
the different bound states, the break-up cross sections 
a~. The only heavy quark bound state for which there 
seem to exist cross section data is the ~; one finds [40] 
% ~ -  1-3 mb for the total ~ - p  cross section. To obtain 
the corresponding values for the other states, we take 
recourse to geometric arguments [41], which lead to the 
relation 

2 .2 
(Ix/ f lY -~- rx /1  y '  (23) 

for the ratio of the cross section of a hadron x incident 
on a proton target to that of another hadron y on a 

2 denotes the mean square radius proton target. Here rx 
of hadron x. In Table 1, we have listed the values [28] 
of rx as well as the cross sections obtained with aq, = 1 mb 
as input, assuming half the total cross section to be due 
to break-up reactions. 

Using (19), we obtain for the suppression function 
(20) the form 

S~ (no) = [(tx/to) (n f/no)] "~ '~ ~x, (24) 

expressed in terms of the initial hadron density no, which 
is related to the observed secondary multiplicity d N / d y  
by (18), and the freeze-out density n I. To compare this 
form of suppression to that obtained in the colour 
screening approach, we express the energy density used 
as variable in Sect. 3.1 in terms of d N / d y  through (13) 
or (14). In Fig. 2b, we show the variation of the absorp- 
tion for the different bound states as function of e. The 
corresponding behaviour in the colour screening ap- 
proach was shown in Fig. 2a, where we can set e,c 
= 1 GeV/fm 3 (corresponding to T~= 150 MeV) to get a 
direct comparison. We note in particular that absorption 
provides a much more gradual suppression than decon- 
finement, and that the break-up of the Y begins much 
earlier than its dissolution by colour screening. 

The momentum limit of suppression due to absorp- 
tion is functionally the same as in the deconfinement 
picture: if the c ~ or b b- state has a sufficiently high mo- 
mentum, it will not yet have formed a "full-sized" reso- 
nance when the medium has become too dilute to break 
it up. Hence the end of suppression is again given by 
(7), but now with the universal freeze-out time t I in place 

of t~. Using relation (19), we thus obtain 

P~ = M x  [(to/zx) 2 (no/n~) 2 - 1] 1/2 (25) 

for the momentum limits of absorption. These limits are 
shown in Fig. 1 b, to be compared to the deconfinement 
limits of Fig. 1 a. We note in particular that in the energy 
density range of interest, i.e., e > 2 GeV/fm 3, there is ab- 
sorption up to much higher momenta than there was 
suppression by colour screening. For  example, at 
e = 3  GeV/fm 3, suppression by deconfinement stops at 
P r = 2 - 4  GeV for the cg states, while absorption stops 
only at P r=  10-15 GeV. The reason for this difference 
is, of course, that at e. = 3 GeV/fm 3, deconfinement stops 
for the O at t ~ -  1.4 fm, while absorption continues until 
more than twice this value. As a consequence, the restric- 
tion due to the finite life-time of the absorbing medium 
thus does not prove to be very stringent for transverse 
momenta below 10 GeV. 

3.3 Suppression due to f in i t e  spatial ex tens ion 

To test the role of spatial restrictions on the suppression 
of heavy quark bound states, we now consider the case 
in which (8) provides the relevant limit; this would be 
the case for a medium of very high density or small 
spatial extension. The former is difficult to achieve in 
heavy ion collisions. However, for lighter projectiles or 
not very central collisions, the volume of the hot matter 
bubble can be so small that (8) in fact does become the 
crucial condition. 

As we had seen, (8) gives us the momentum for which 
the c (  or b b-state can escape unaffected from the region 
of suppression, for deconfinement as well as for absorp- 
tion. If we assume for the moment a uniform distribution 
in energy density (we will come to a more realistic picture 
in Sect. 4), then for fully central collisions, i.e., at impact 
parameter b=0 ,  the radius of the bubble Rd and the 
radius of the projectile nucleus R A coincide. On the aver- 
age, a c?  or bb-pair  then has to traverse a distance 
R A of dense matter. This gives us the limiting transverse 
momenta for suppression, shown in Table 2 for P b - P b  
collisions; they are to be compared to the limits from 
finite life-time restrictions shown in Fig. 1. 

In the deconfinement approach, we conclude that the 
short plasma life-time gives the more important  limit 
up to very high energy densities; only for e/ec 
> 15 GeV/fm 3 do the spatial restrictions begin to domi- 
nate the temporal. Thus in the density range we expect 
to attain, the plasma temperature has in general fallen 
below the hadronisation point much before an average 
c? or b~ pair has a chance to leave the spatial region 
of the medium. The effective overlap area decreases, how- 

Table 2. Spatial limits P~ [GeV] of suppression for a system of 
infinite life-time (Pb- Pb collisions) 

States ~ ~' Zc Y Y Zb 

P~ 22 17 12 68 37 27 
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Fig. 3a, b. The transverse momentum dependence of suppression 
by colour screening a and by absorption b, for e = 3 GeV/fm 3 

ever, as the collision becomes less central; this, as well 
as bound state production at the edges of the deconfining 
region, requires both temporal and spatial restrictions 
to be included in a realistic description of a nuclear col- 
lision, particularly at very high energies. 

In the absorption picture, the longer life-time of the 
medium makes the spatial restriction more important. 
Comparing the values in Fig. 1 with those in Table 2, 
we see that for central P b - P b  collisions, the transition 
from temporal to spatial suppression limit occurs at 

-~4 GeV/fm 3. Assuming as in Sect. 3.1 that the PT distri- 
bution of the cg and bb  states falls rapidly with increas- 
ing PT, we can nevertheless retain Fig. 3 as a good ap- 
proximation for the integrated suppression behaviour. 

It should be noted, however, that in the absorption 
picture neither of the two limits provides an end to sup- 
pression anywhere near where it is found experimentally 
[7 11], i.e., around 2-3 GeV. In the range of momenta 
so far covered by experiments, absorption alone does 
not give the observed momentum dependence of the sup- 
pression [12-17]; in fact, if the absorbing medium were 
pion gas, the absorption would even increase with in- 
creasing PT, because of the break-up threshold due to 
the mass difference between the J/O and a DO pair. To 
arrive at a viable description of the data, absorption 
as origin of the suppression is combined with initial state 
parton scattering [42, 43] to shift cg (or bE) production 
to higher PT [18-20]. We shall return to this point short- 
ly. 

3.4 Suppression patterns in PT 

In Fig. 2 we had already seen that in comparison to 
colour screening, absorption leads to a more gradual 
onset of suppression in general, and to an earlier Fsup- 
pression in particular. For  the simplified world which 
we are considering here, let us now illustrate the effects 
that the finite life-time or the finite size of the medium 
have on the PT dependence of the suppression in the 
different approaches. We consider the survival probabili- 

ty at fixed e, and Pr, 

(d ax (e., PT)/d PT 2 d Y)r = o (26) 
Rx(e, nr)= (d a~(0, Pr)/d n 2 d y),=o' 

where the numerator  describes the production of a system 
x in a medium of initial energy density e and the denomi- 
nator that for some e. < e.c, e.g., for ~. ~ 0. Neglecting sur- 
face effects, we get from colour screening a complete 
suppression for PT < Pf, with Pf in general determined 
by the plasma life-time. This leads to a number of "de- 
confinement" thresholds, as shown in Fig. 3 a. 

In the absorption approach, suppression occurs up 
to much higher values of PT, and for a system of finite 
size, there is only partial suppression even when PT < Pf. 
Taking the suppression for the different states to be es- 
sentially Pw-independent for P~ < Pf*, we can write 

d a~ (e., PT)/dPT 2 ~-- ax (~) 0 (PT - -  pal) (27) 

to obtain 

~(~) 
R~(e, PT)~--a~(~O(PT P~)=Sx(e)O(PT-P~), (28) 

neglecting the small contributions to the cross-section 
from to PT > Pf.  The result is shown in Fig. 3 b. 

The effects of deconfinement and absorption differ 
in particular for high energy densities or small volumes. 
In the deconfinement approach, the short plasma life- 
time provides the crucial restriction, and hence the end- 
point of suppression moves with increasing e to higher 
PT. In contrast, the endpoint of suppression in the ab- 
sorption picture is determined by the size of the bubble 
already for rather low values of ~ (for e > 4  GeV/fm 3 in 
case of central P b - P b  collisions); from then on, it is 
independent of e. For  states with PT ~- 0, the life-time of 
the medium provides the decisive restriction in both 
cases. 

Finally, let us see what initial state parton scattering 
does to the absorption patterns. It is now assumed that 
the partons which eventually interact to form the c g 
or b b pair undergo multiple elastic scattering in the nu- 
clear medium before this interaction [42-44]. This shifts 
the final parton-parton interaction axis relative to the 
beam axis. It therefore adds an initial state contribution 
A~ to the mean squared transverse momentum of the 
bound state x, if that state is produced in a nuclear 
environment: 

( P])~-- ( pT2)ox = Ax. (29) 

Here (P2)ox denotes the mean squared PT of the bound 
state x produced in a p - p  collision. The initial state 
contribution Ax depends on the density of the environ- 
ment, and hence through the number of participants, 
NAB, on the transverse hadronic energy ET. For  higher 
ET, there are more participants and thus more possible 
initial state scatterings. For a given parton-parton inter- 

* We assume that resonance contributions compensate the men- 
tioned increase of suppression with PT; see [14, 15] 
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action (e.g., gluon fusion), A~ depends on NA~, but not 
on which final state is produced, and thus all cg and 
b b-pairs formed in such an interaction will receive the 
same initial "kick". At fixed ]~,  this gives to all heavy 
quark states as well as to Drell-Yan production [45] 
the same functional dependence of the PT broadening 
A x o n  E T 

Ax(e~)  = C~UA.(E~). (30) 

As a consequence, the ratio of the Pr-broadening for 
two different states x and y, Ax/Ay= c~/cy, becomes inde- 
pendent of Er  and hence of e,. This is in contrast to 
the e-dependent patterns which arise from the different 
Pxa(e) in the deconfinement picture. We should also note 
at this point that for colour screening, the PT-behaviour 
of charmonium and bottonium suppression depends on 
e,, while initial state parton scattering results in a depen- 
dence on the number of participants or, equivalently, 
on E r. If we can vary Er without changing e, then the 
two descriptions will lead to different patterns. 

If we parametrise the Pr-dependence of the produc- 
tion cross-sections in an exponential form, 

dax/dP]=ax { & }  2 f - 2 P r ]  expl ;, (31) 

then for production in a collision leading to a transverse 
energy Er,  the mean Pr in (31) (with (PrZ)~ =(3/2) (Pr)~) 
is determined through (29), i.e., it depends on Er  through 
Ax. Using (31), we find that the essentially 
Pr-independent suppression rate R x(e,, Pr) -~ S~(c) O (Pr 
-Pfl) now is multiplied by the factor 

F ~ ( P r ) = { & }  2 f - 2 P r )  
exp ~ (P~r)~ ~ ' (32) 

giving us for Pr < Pd 

p.  2 
R x ( e , R ' - S  'e ' f ( r ) o x )  ( 2Pr I- (Pr)o~]~ 

(33) 
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Fig. 4. The transverse momentum dependence of ~k suppression 
by absorption with (solid line) and without (dashed line) initial 
state scattering, for e = 3 GeV/fm 3 

The resulting behaviour is schematically illustrated in 
Fig. 4 for the r using numerical values for Ax corre- 
sponding to data from p - p  and O - U  collisions at ]/~ 
= 20 GeV [11, 40]. We note that although the introduc- 
tion of a momentum dependence in this form does not 
change the integrated suppression rate, it still leads to 
more suppression at small PT, paid for by an enhance- 
ment at large PT. 

The situations we have considered in this section - 
a uniform suppressing medium of either large size or 
long life-time - are clearly very much oversimplified. In 
the next section, we shall therefore adopt a more realistic 
picture of nuclear collisions. 

4 Conditions in nucleus-nucleus collisions 

4.1 The geometry of nuclear collisions 

The dense multi-particle systems formed in nuclear col- 
lisions are created in a small region of space-time. The 
major consequences of this for the suppression pattern 
of heavy quark resonances have been discussed in the 
previous sections for systems of uniform density. In the 
cms-frame of an actual high energy nucleus-nucleus 
( A - B )  collision, however, the nuclei are Lorentz-con- 
tracted disks of 1 fm thickness and transverse radius 
RA = 1.2A 1/3. For the radial distribution of the nucleon 
number in such a Lorentz-contracted nucleus one ob- 
tains 

/ 
dA/dr 2 =- na(r) =2RA PA ~1 \RA]]  , (34) 

where r denotes a two-component vector in the trans- 
verse plane and PA = 3A/4nR3A the uniform distribution 
of nucleons in a nucleus at rest. As a result, the density 
in a central collision of two equal nuclei will be highest 
in the center and fall off toward the edges of the interac- 
tion region. 

In a non-central A - B  collision, the two nuclei may 
overlap only partly. Nucleon-nucleon interactions then 
occur only in the overlap region of the nuclei, so that 
the total transverse energy Er  measured in such col- 
lisions is initially concentrated in this interaction volume. 
It decreases with increasing impact parameter b because 
the transverse overlap area Seff as well as the nucleon 
number density decrease. The functional form of the b- 
dependence of E r, however, as well as its dependence 
on A and B, are theoretically not uniquely determined. 
In particular, there are different forms which relate E r 
either to the average number of participants or to the 
average number of nucleon-nucleon collisions at given 
impact parameter. The existing data for O -  U and S -  U 
collisions [46], however, seem to be consistent with the 
assumption that the total E r produced in these collisions 
is proportional to the number of participants. We there- 
fore use this parametrization in the following discussion 
of the Er  dependence of the suppression pattern. 
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For  a collision at impact  parameter  b, the number  
of participants is given by 

NAB(b)= ~ d2r(nA(r)+nB(r--b)). (35) 
Self 

The corresponding energy density in the interaction vol- 
ume Self(b) Zo thus becomes (see (16)) 

[~r ,I,,f (dN/dy)o "(]4/3 
e(b) = 1.5 [~,am~,, ].2(Saf(b)Zo)fJ ' (36) 

where (dN/dy)o is the average number  of secondaries 
in a p - p  collision; we shall take the longitudinal dimen- 
sion Zo of the interaction region at the initial time to 
-~ 1 fm to be also of the order of a fermi. In a central 
A -  B collision the number  of participants is given by 

f 2A 
N~B(O) ~1.5 A 2/3 B 1/3 + A 

for A = B, 
(37) 

for A ~ B .  

At fixed cms-energy, the resulting gain in energy density 
in going from O -  Pb to P b -  Pb collisions becomes less 
than 10%. This, however, may be too conservative an 
estimate; in fact, in the standard Glauber  model descrip- 
tion of nucleus-nucleus collisions, the mean transverse 
energy is expected to increase as AB 1/3 in an average 
A -  B collision [47]. 

The behaviour of the average energy density e(b) in 
the overlap region Self as function of the transverse ener- 
gy fraction Er(b)/ET(O ) is shown in Fig. 5, for the cases 
A ~ B and A = B. We note that in an asymmetric collision 
the energy density decreases by about  50% as we go 
from ET(b)/ET(O)= 1.0 to 0.3, whereas for symmetric col- 
lisions it remains essentially constant over this range. 
In the latter case the decrease in NAB(b) with increasing 
impact parameter  is accompanied by a corresponding 
decrease of Self; thus the two effects tend to compensate 
and lead to a nearly constant energy density. In asym- 
metric collisions (A<B),  on the other hand, a big de- 
crease in E occurs in the region where the smaller nucleus 
still is completely immersed in the larger one; here NAB 
varies with b, while Serf remains constant. In the case 

i , i , I i , r I j 

1.0 ///  

\ 0.5 

r ~.'/ '/ '/"/ '~/ -1t 
i _ _  , , , 

0 0.5 1.0 

E r (b)/Em(O) 
Fig. 5. The dependence of the energy density on the transverse 
energy for A--A (dashed line) and A - B  collisions, with A>>B 
(dash-dotted line). The solid line shows the form for S - P b  col- 
lisions 

of a very large asymmetry (for B ~ oo at fixed A), e(b) 
varies with the transverse energy as (ET(b)) 4/3, as ex- 
pected from (37) and the linear relation between ET and 
the number  of participants. The deviation from this 
behaviour seen in Fig. 5 at small E r  reflects the more 
rapid drop in the number  of participants when the two 
nuclei overlap only in part. It  depends sensitively on 
the specific geometric "edges"  of the nuclei and hence 
is more a surface than a volume effect. Therefore this 
region is not well suited to study variations in energy 
density. 

F rom Fig. 5 we conclude that in A - A  collisions a 
variation of ET over a large range does not lead to much 
change in the energy density e. As noted above in 
Sect. 3.4, this can in principle be used to distinguish be- 
tween deconfinement and initial state par ton scattering 
as mechanisms for the PT-dependence of suppression. 
While the latter leads to less broadening for smaller ET, 
the former depends only on e. 

Due to the inhomogeneous nuclear density distribu- 
tion (35), the energy density distribution in the overlap 
region Sac(b) is also not constant, 

e(b, r) ~ {n A (r) + nB(r - b ) }  4 / 3 .  (38) 

In Fig. 6 we show the energy density profile in central 
A - B  collisions for A ~ B  and A = B .  One thus finds that 
for a central A - A  collision the energy density in the 
center is about  50% higher than the average energy den- 
sity. It  is this effect, as we shall see, that makes P b - P b  
collisions much more effective for the suppression of cO 
and b b bound states than S - P b  collisions at the same 
energy, even though the average energy density in the 
two cases differs only rather little, as we had seen. Fig- 
ure 6 is easily translated into a temperature profile for 

--~-w 5.0 

0 i ~ i I ~ ~ ,  ~ 1  r ,  ~ J I ~ , , 

-10 -0.5 0 0.5 '1.0 

r/R A 

Fig. 6. The energy density profile for central A -  A (solid line) and 
A--B (dotted line) collisions; the straight lines give the average 
values in each case 

* We could also use the energy density profile shown in Fig. 6 
and combine it with an equation of state that incorporates a (first 
order) phase transition, to derive the corresponding temperature 
profile. This would then give a region with constant temperature 
close to the boundaries of Setf, as reflection of the first order transi- 
tion [-4]. We will, however, discuss here only suppression by screen- 
ing in a quark-gluon plasma or by absorption in a dense hadron 
gas, so that a two-phase equation of state is not needed 
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an ideal quark-gluon plasma (e-~15.6T 4) or an ideal 
pion gas (e ~ T4). 

In order to discuss the suppression of heavy quark 
resonances, we also have to specify the spatial distribu- 
tion of the heavy quark-antiquark pairs created initially 
in a hard collision. We assume this distribution to be 
proportional to the total number of collisions, so that 

nQQ(r) ~ n a (r) nB(r-- b). (39) 

gives the pair production density nQ0, where Q denotes 
either c or b. 

4.2 The energy dependence of the input parameters 

We want to study in the following the suppression pat- 
terns for different cms energies of the incident nuclei; 
of particular interest are the energy of the SPS at CERN 
and the energies planned for RHIC at BNL and for 
the LHC at CERN. The dependence on the cms energy 
enters our calculations in two places. It is necessary for 
estimating the initially created energy density, and it de- 
termines the form of the Pr-distribution for the produc- 
tion o fc~  and bbpairs .  

In a p - p  collision at ]/~ = 20 GeV, the total number 
of secondaries (charged plus neutral) is found to be 
(dN/dy)o~-2.4, with an average mr of about 0.5 GeV. 
Recent results from S - S  collisions at the SPS [48] indi- 
cate that the average number of secondaries per partici- 
pant is somewhat higher, with (dN/dy)ss/32~-3 [49]; 
this indicates that rescattering effects may become im- 
portant in nucleus-nucleus collisions. We will therefore 
use the multiplicity form 

(dN/d y)o = c In l/s, (40) 

with c = 1 instead of the value c = 0.8 obtained for p -  p 
collisions [50], to determine the energy densities (37). 
The average energy densities in S - S, S - Pb and Pb - Pb 

collisions thus obtained for the SPS (1~=  20 GeV), for 
RHIC ( ] / s=  200 GeV), and for the LHC (]/s 
= 6300 GeV) are summarized in Table 3. These numbers 
will be used as the input for the numerical analysis of 
the suppression patterns to be presented in the next sec- 
tion. 

The Pr dependence of dilepton production has been 
studied extensively for p - p  collisions [51]. The general 
form of the mean Pr as given by QCD is [52] 

( Pr)o=a+ ]~  f (z), (41) 

Table 3. Expected average energy densities [GeV/fm 3] for central 
S-S,  S -Pb  and Pb-Pb collisions at SPS, RHIC and LHC ener- 
gies 

s - s s - Pb Pb - Pb 

SPS (20 GeV) 0.80 1.75 1.82 
RHIC (200 GeV) 1.71 3.75 3.90 
LHC (6.3 TeV) 3.34 7.32 7.62 

where a denotes the contribution from the intrinsic Fer- 
mi motion of the incident partons in the nucleon; the 
second term, with r - M 2 / s ,  contains soft gluon emission 
of the incident parton as well as hard scattering contribu- 
tions (e.g., from quark-gluon Compton scattering). The 

linear rise of (Pr)o with ~ s  at fixed z is empirically con- 
firmed. At fixed s, f(M2/s) does not seem to vary strongly 
with M; in particular, it appears to become rather con- 

stant for ]f~__>0.2 [53]. Since we want to consider here 

the dilepton mass range 3 GeV_<M_<10 GeV as ] /s  
grows from 20 to 6300 GeV, we need to know the behav- 
iour of f ( r )  in the limit of small z, which is not very 
well established. To get a first idea of what behaviour 
we should expect, we will use the exponential Pr behav- 
iour (31) with the parametrisation 

(P r )  = 0 . 3 -  10-1 ] f s ( ] ~  In ]/~). (42) 

This form is in accord with all existing data for Drell- 

Yan production in pp and p f  collisions up to ]fs 
--62 GeV, as well as with results for Drell-Yan produc- 
tion in terms of the leading QCD contributions [54]. 
For  charmonium production, there is a higher intrinsic 
Pr; the constant term is here about twice the value given 
in (42). For  the average Pr of the 0, (42) leads to an 
increase by a factor two to three between SPS and LHC 
energies. 

To include initial state parton scattering in the ab- 
sorption picture, we must also fix the dependence of the 
Pr-broadening on the initial state parameters. For  this, 
we take the form introduced in [19, 55], which for central 
collisions becomes 

(APZ)An ~- (PZ>gu agu ns 0.9(A 1/3 + B1/3); (43) 

as already mentioned above, it relates the Pr broadening 
in nuclear matter to the number of elastic interactions 
between the incoming gluon and the target nucleons, 
before the gluon fuses with another gluon to form the 
observed c6 state. In (43), agN denotes the elastic gluon- 
nucleon cross-section. The remaining factor, with ns de- 
noting standard nuclear density, describes the average 
thickness of the matter traversed. The average p2 in a 
gluon-nucleon interaction can be determined from J/~, 
production in p - p  collisions, the cross-section 
agN (P2 >gN from a comparison of J/~ production in p -  p 
and p - A  collisions [-19]. This leads to 

(AP])A./(PT2)o ~-- 0.03 (A ~/3 + B~/3); (44) 

and forms the input for the initial state scattering results 
shown in the next section. Note, however, that it is based 
on ~ production by gluon fusion; an increased contribu- 
tion from quark-gluon interactions would presumably 
reduce the quoted value, since the Pr broadening in 
Drell-Yan production is only half that found for the 
J/O. For the other c6 and for the bb-bound states, we 
have the same uncertainty. To obtain definite predic- 
tions, we shall simply use (44), keeping in mind this ca- 
veat. 
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5 Patterns of charmonium and bottonium production in 
nuclear collisions 

With the nuclear geometry and the input parameters 
fixed, we now want to look at the spectral patterns as 
predicted for specific experiments. We begin with J/O 
production at the SPS for S - S ,  S -  Pb and P b - P b  col- 
lisions, followed by the expected ratios of 0 '  to J/O pro- 
duction. Next we shall compare 0 production at SPS, 
RHIC and LHC energies, and finally we shall compare 
the fate of 0 and Yin P b - P b  collisions at both RHIC 
and LHC energies. 

Let us first look how in the different models the sup- 
pression of the J/O depends on target and projectile at 
SPS energy. Note that here we will consider the actually 
observed J/O, i.e., a superposition of 60% direct 0 pro- 
duction and 40% from Zc decay. In Fig. 7, we show the 
Pr dependence of the suppression; in Fig. 7b, showing 
the case for S -  Pb collisions, we have included the S -  U 
data from [11]. In Fig. 8, we consider the corresponding 
Er dependence, again with the data [11] for the S - U  
c a s e .  
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Fig. 7 a, b. The Pr dependence of J/O suppression for S -  S a, S -P b  
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from colour screening (solid line), absorption (dotted line) and ab- 
sorption with initial state scattering (dashed line); the data in b 
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Fig. 8 a, b. The E r dependence of J/~ suppression for S - S  a, S -Pb  
b and Pb-Pb collisions at the SPS. Shown are the predictions 
from colour screening (solid line) and from absorption (dotted line); 
the data in b are from [11] 

In both cases it is evident that the present data cannot 
distinguish between the different suppression mecha- 
nisms. It is also clear that besides a general increase 
in statistics, the most useful further data would be at 
high Pr (for the Pr dependence) and at low Er (for the 
E r  dependence). Moreover  it should be noted that colour 
screening does not lead to any suppression for S - S  col- 
lisions, whereas absorption together with initial state 
parton scattering predicts about  35% suppression at 
P r=0 .  Such an experiment is presently possible at the 
CERN-SPS and would in addition be of interest also 
for a comparison with the planned symmetric P b - P b  
collisions. From Figs. 7c and 8c we conclude that it will 
be difficult to distinguish the different mechanisms on 
the basis of P b -  Pb collisions alone. 

The behaviour of the ratio of 0 '  to J/O production 
as function of E r  and Pr has so far not been studied 
experimentally in a statistically significant way, but data 
on this are presently under analysis. In Fig. 9 we show 
the patterns predicted by the different mechanisms; we 
have normalised our results such that the ratio is unity 
for the case of no suppression. In Fig. 9a we see again 
that there is a noticeable difference between the predic- 
tions from deconfinement and absorption for S - S  col- 
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lisions: at SPS energy, neither J/O nor 0 '  experiences 
any suppression due to colour screening. In contrast to 
this, we find in Fig. 9 c for P b - P b  collisions rather little 
difference between the different mechanisms. - Figure 9 b 
illustrates once more how useful data at low energy den- 
sity would be. 

How do the suppression patterns change with increas- 
ing incident energy? In Fig. 10 we show the Pr depen- 
dence of 0 suppression in P b - P b  collisions at SPS, 
RHIC and LHC energies, for the different scenarios con- 
sidered. Here we have shown the behaviour of the direct- 
ly produced O's, since the amount  of production through 
decay from excited c~ states at very high energies still 
has to be determined [-56]. The same caveat applies to 
the Pr distributions for the r, shown in Fig. 11 for LHC 
energy. 

Next we compare in Fig. 12 the Er  dependence of 
~9 and lc suppression for S - S  and P b - P b  collisions 
at the LHC. The most striking feature here is the com- 
plete absence of suppression by colour screening for both 
S - S  and P b - P b  collisions, in contrast to more than 
50% suppression by absorption in the P b , P b  case. It 

must be emphasized, however, that this effect is of practi- 
cal use only if there exists a Pr region in which direct 
Y production provides a sizeable fraction of the observed 
dilepton pairs, since both F' and )G production are sup- 
pressed by deconfinement. 

The abrupt onset of suppression in e, and its abrupt 
end in Pr, as obained from colour screening, is a conse- 
quence of the sharp formation time of the bound states 
in question. If the deconfining medium were present al- 
ready at time t=0 ,  then we would have to study the 
evolution of the bound state for a screened potential, 
and this considerably softens both the e and the Pr distri- 
butions [29-31]. On the other hand, it will take some 
time before the cg or bb-pair can experience an effect 
of the medium, and even longer time for the plasma 
to become established. Hence the distributions we have 
shown should given an indication of the expected behav- 
iour, even though they will be softened somewhat. 

Finally we want to comment briefly on how the aver- 
age transverse momentum of the produced charmonium 
and bottonium states depends on E r  for colour screening 
and for initial state parton scattering. We had seen that 
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(PT) depends on e for the former  and o n  E T for the 
latter; we had  also noted, in Fig. 6, that  for asymmetr ic  
collisions (A ~ B), e increases with ET, whereas in sym- 
metric collisions (A--A),  e remains approximate ly  con- 
stant over mos t  of  the E r  range. As a consequence,  the 
variat ion of ( P r )  with ET is quite different in the two 
situations, if we have colour  screening. In  A - B  col- 
lisions, (PT) increases a lmost  linearly with E r ,  once the 
deconfinement  threshold is passed;  in A - A  collisions, 
(PT) remains approximate ly  independent  of  ET once we 
are past  the threshold. For  initial state par ton  scattering, 
on  the other  hand, there is no essential difference be- 
tween the two cases, and we always have (PT) increasing 
with E r in a form given by (43). 

6 The experimental feasibility of a spectral analysis of 
strongly interacting matter 

In  this section, we want  to consider briefly the condit ions 
necessary to carry out  an analysis of  the type we have 
proposed  and to ment ion some of  the difficulties that  
will arise. 

We define here the signal above  the Drel l -Yan contin-  
uum as the intensity of  our  spectral lines, i.e., as the 
quant i ty  we expect to vary  with energy density or tem- 
perature  [5]. In  doing so, we assume that  the overall 
Drel l -Yan p roduc t ion  in nuclear  collisions a round  y = 0 
does not  experience any nuclear  effects. This is in accord  
with all p - A  data  so far, which give A- ldea /dM2dy  
=deao/dMedy; i.e., suitably normalised,  p - A  data  
agree with those f rom p - p  collisions. 

Since the Drel l -Yan distr ibutions are thus used to 
calibrate the measurement  of  the signal, they are a pre- 
requisite for a spectral analysis. The  overall Drel l -Yan 
cross-section can be est imated by the (dimensionless) 
scaling form [57] used in p - p  collisions, 

Mg(dZa/dMZdy)r_o~-3.75 x 10 -5 e x p { -  1 5 ~ } ,  (45) 

which fits all existing data. To  obtain  the rates for central 
A -  A collisions, we simply mult iply by A 2. Scaling viola- 
t ions are expected to increase the yield somewhat  [54],  
while nuclear  shadowing will decrease it by up to 50% 
at high energies [58]. Neglect ing these effects, we get 
the cross-sections and rates shown in Table 4; similar 
results for R H I C  energy are obta ined in [15]. Given  

Table 4. Drell-Yan cross-sections and monthly production rates 

Energy SPS RHIC LHC 

2 '  [cm -2 s -1] 1028 

[ ~ ]  7.6 x 10 s (da/dM2 d y)~--o '* 

(d o-/d M2 d y)y==o9 [ ~ b  z] 3.5x 10 -8 
ttJev / 

((events/GeV)/month)y_-o 4 1.6 • 104 
((events/GeV)/month)~_-o 9 1.6 x 101 

1026 1027 

1.9X10 3 2.5X10 -3 

5.2 X 10 -5 9.6X 10 -5 

3.9 X 103 5.2 • t04 
2.5 x 10 z 4.5 • 1 0  3 
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good data over a fairly large mass range, say between 
M = 4 and 7 GeV, one might consider extrapolating to 
the bb-region to obtain the continuum there, if statistics 
become too low at M-~ 9 10 GeV. 

The energy dependence of c8 and bb resonances is 
phenomenologically [57, 59] described by the same form 
as Drell-Yan production, 

M~(dax/dy)y:o= ~-3.75 x 10-Sbx e x p { -  15]f~}, (46) 

with zx - Mff]~ and a normalisation bx to be determined 
empirically. Data [57, 60] indicate bs/o~120, bo,~4, 
br~30.  To get some idea of the expected c~ and bb 
bound state production rates, we can therefore multiply 
the Drell-Yan rates by the corresponding factor. On the 
other hand, the restriction to central collisions and cor- 
rections for experimental acceptances will reduce the 
rates by at least a factor 10, perhaps by 102. Thus it 
is clear that the luminosity of the planned high energy 
colliders RHIC and LHC is an absolutely crucial factor 
for a full spectral analysis of c g and b E states. 

In view of this, we should also note that although 
Drell-Yan and Q(~ resonance production cross sections 
drop with decreasing A, the luminosity increases [61, 
62], and it is thus conceivable that beams with A-~ 100 
may lead to higher rates than Pb beams. 

We had seen in the discussion of the presently avail- 
able SPS data, that for a full analysis it is necessary 
to have data over a wide range of energy densities, not 
just at the peak values. On the other hand, for symmetric 
( A - A )  collisions Er variations do not lead to significant 
energy density variations, as we saw in Fig. 5. Hence 
it is in fact necessary to run either at different energies 
or at different A. Although the former is in principle 
preferable, since the initial volume is kept constant, it 
appears to be technically difficult [63]. Hence for this 
reason as well, the possibility to study A - A  collisions 
for different A becomes essential. The variation of the 
average energy density with A in A -  Pb and A - A  col- 
lisions is shown in Fig. 13 for SPS energy. We see that 

m 
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> 
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I i I I I 

~ A - A  
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Fig. 13. The A dependence of the average energy density e in A-A 
and A -  Pb collisions 

by going from O - O  to P b - P b  collisions, the energy 
density increases from well below the deconfinement 
point to values almost twice ec; in contrast, the change 
between S - P b  and P b - P b  is at most around 10%. 
Incidentally, the variation of e for S - A  collisions, i.e., 
for fixed beam and varying target, is essentially identical 
to that for A--A collisions. Hence a study of charmon- 
ium suppression using a sulphur beam on different tar- 
gets would cover the whole range of average energy den- 
sities possible at the SPS. Unfortunately this is techni- 
cally not so simple, since the center of mass will change 
with A. 

Furthermore we can estimate from Fig. 13 the thresh- 
old value of A in A -  A collisions, at which J/O suppres- 
sion begins. From Fig. 2a, we note that ~ suppression 
starts at s---1.9 GeV/fm3; since Zc suppression begins at 
a somewhat higher value, this determines the suppression 
threshold. From Fig. 6, we conclude that the peak energy 
density in the interior of the interaction region is about 
1.7 times the average value, so that J/O suppression 
should start when the average energy density becomes 
about 1.1 GeV/fm 3. From Fig. 13, we see that this is 
the case for A-~ 64, i.e., for copper-copper collisions. 

Finally we want to mention briefly a problem that 
will arise once detailed data for charmonium and botton- 
ium production at very high energies are analysed. The 
amount of directly produced J/~ compared to that from 
Zc decay is quite strongly PT dependent [56], and this 
has to be taken into account in the actual predictions. 
In addition, at Tevatron energy (]/s = 1.8 TeV), the pro- 
duction of J/O for PT > 6--7 GeV is dominated by produc- 
tion through B decay [27]; for higher I/s, the range 
not contaminated by decay becomes even smaller. At 
RHIC energy, however, B decay contributions begin to 
dominate only for PT > 10 GeV. A study of the PT limit 
of J/O suppression (see Fig. 10) will thus become difficult 
above RHIC energies. 

7 Conclusions 

The spectral analysis of c g and b b- bound states in the 
dilepton emission from high energy heavy ion collisions 
appears to provide a powerful and experimentally feasi- 
ble tool to study the primordial state of the systems 
produced in these collisions. The evolution of the sup- 
pression with increasing A and increasing cms energy, 
together with suppression limits in Pr, should tell us 
much about the energy densities and hence about the 
temperatures achieved in the collision. Since both ab- 
sorption and colour screening will presumably occur 
even in the absence of full equilibrium, it seems essential 
that complementary experiments, such as the study of 
particle ratios, provide information about this aspect. 
Moreover, it would be very useful if the geometric argu- 
ments, used in obtaining the variation of suppression 
with both A and impact parameter b, could be reinforced 
by interferometry measurements. 

In closing, we summarize the main features that could 
provide a tool to check if high energy heavy ion experi- 
ments do in fact produce a quark-gluon plasma. 
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C o l o u r  screening does  not  lead  to any  J/O or  ~ '  sup- 
press ion  for S - S col l is ions at  SPS energy,  where  a b s o r p -  
t ion a l r eady  gives a b o u t  35% suppress ion  at  smal l  Pr. 
Similar ly,  in the deconf inement  p ic ture  there is no sup-  
press ion  of  direct F p r o d u c t i o n  up  to L H C  energy,  where  
a b s o r p t i o n  leads  to  m o r e  than  50% suppress ion  of the 
direct  channel .  

C o l o u r  screening leads  in general  to a more  a b r u p t  
onset  of  suppress ion  than  abso rp t ion ,  b o t h  in E r  and  
in Pr. This implies  differences not  jus t  for values  of  e, 
be low the deconf inement  th resho ld ;  it also resul ts  in less 
suppress ion  by  a b s o r p t i o n  at high e. Thus  in a deconfine-  
men t  picture ,  the J/O is in effect comple te ly  suppressed  
at  R H I C  energy and  above ;  in contras t ,  it shou ld  survive 
up to 25% or  so even at  the LHC,  if a b s o r p t i o n  causes 
the suppress ion.  

The  va r i a t ion  of  the average  t ransverse  m o m e n t u m  
of  the c 6 and  b ~ b o u n d  states as funct ion of  E r  p rov ides  
a fur ther  poss ib le  tool.  F o r  A - B  coll is ions,  co lour  
screening and  ini t ia l  s tate p a r t o n  sca t te r ing  lead  to a 
s imi lar  E r - d e p e n d e n c e  of  ( P r ) ;  for A - A  coll is ions,  
however ,  e does  no t  va ry  s ignif icant ly wi th  E r ,  and  hence 
( P r )  becomes  essent ial ly  E r - i n d e p e n d e n t  for co lour  
screening, while it cont inues  to rise wi th  ET for ini t ia l  
s ta te  p a t t o n  scat ter ing.  

F ina l ly ,  we recal l  tha t  co lour  screening has  an effect 
at  h igh energy densi t ies  only  on  c6 and  bb- states,  no t  
on D r e l l - Y a n  pairs  [45] ;  ini t ia l  s ta te  p a r t o n  scat ter ing,  
on the  o ther  hand,  leads  to a s t rong  E r - d e p e n d e n c e  of  
the/or  d i s t r ibu t ions  for D r e l l - Y a n  pa i rs  as well. 

W e  therefore  expect  tha t  a comple t e  spect ra l  analys is  
of c6  and  b b states, toge ther  with a s tudy  of  D r e l l - Y a n  
pairs ,  will p rov ide  be t te r  unde r s t and ing  of  the na tu re  
of  dense s t rongly  in te rac t ing  mat ter .  
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